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Lilien Systems, a leading IT infrastructure and big data software
solutions provider and subsidiary of publicly-traded Sysorex Global
Holdings Corp., has recently received excellent news: for the third
time it has earned its place in CRN’s Tech Elite 250, a carefully
reviewed list of cutting-edge companies in the world of IT with the
highest certifications in main industry standards. The prestigious
recognition pleased Lilien Systems’ President, Bret Osborn, who
explains that it is a reward to the company’s dedication to training
and education. The staff of Lilien amasses over 200 technical
certifications in different areas of information technologies, proof
of the organization’s commitment to knowledge.

analyse something in milliseconds. A
retailer that does business online, a
pharmaceutical company: any kind of
business could be serviced by us,” Mr.
Osborn explains.
With industry-recognised professionals
at their disposal, the company’s core
business is geared to help clients solve
complex IT problems with the greatest
business value available in the market.
Alongside qualified experts, companies

The recognition in CRN’s list for 2015 is

That infrastructure they are alluding to

get to introduce new technological

also a nod for the company’s

is spreading like wild fire. The need for

solutions to their everyday practices.

professional services group. “They have

big data analytics -one of Lilien Systems’

Some of the many services offered by

years of experience working with

many areas of expertise- is quickly

Lilien are IT infrastructure, big data and

leading technologies in all types of

reaching companies regardless of their

analytics, data migration and private

environments,” Mr. Osborn stated in an

trade. The clientele that the company

cloud building and managing.

official press release. The company,

tends to is spreading out in different

founded in 1984, relies on its well trained

branches, looking less at sizes of

The field of big data, as latest market

staff to deliver the purpose they declare

companies but at how fast data is

trends suggest, will mean a great

in their mission statement: “Lilien

needed.

amount of business for Lilien. “This

Systems provides the people, process

trend is going to have a very long life

and technology to develop and

“Gaming companies, for instance, need

and it is also something that we happen

implement the infrastructure for your

to have an analytic platform that works

to do well. In the next five years, big

mission-critical enterprise”.

very, very quickly, and have it be able to

data analytics will be built right into
applications. Anything will have the
capability of being analysed. That is
scary, yes, but it is also exciting,” Mr.
Osborn states.
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Lilien Systems, a Sysorex Company
(NASDAQ:SYRX)
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